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Abstract

The U.S. power grid is one of the largest installations
of critical infrastructure in the world, the failure of
which can cause significant socioeconomic damage.
Due to the complexities involved in providing reliable
power to customers over long distances, the grid’s en-
gineers rely on industrial automation technology to
make important operational decisions. This technol-
ogy exposes the grid to the risk of electronic attack.

In this paper, I describe the operation of the power
grid and the control loops which govern it. I examine
the industrial automation system that maintains the
grid, and use it to present a model of the power grid as
a cyber-physical system. Using this model, I enumer-
ate the surfaces the grid exposes to electronic attack,
and delve into several specific theoretical attacks. I
conclude with an assessment of the grid’s overall sus-
ceptibility to electronic attack, and discuss attractive
directions for future research.

1 Introduction

The electrical power grids of populous, industrialized
countries like the United States are among the most com-
plex and large-scale installations of critical infrastructure
ever created. The U.S. power grid alone is comprised
of 340,000 km of high-voltage transmission line, 15,000
generators, and over 150 control centers [6].

Provision of stable electrical power by the grid is con-
sidered a permanent fixture by much of the urban world.
Nearly all of the systems critical to sustaining urban life
rely on a continuous supply of electricity, often with-
out alternative. As urbanization expert Stephen Graham
[24] notes, “In an electrical blackout it is not just electric
lighting that fails. Electrically-powered water and sew-
erage systems tend to grind to a halt. Public transporta-
tion stops. Food processing and distribution is disabled.
Health care becomes almost impossible. Even the Inter-

net ceases to function.”
The dependence of urban society on the power grid

and the expectation of its availability therefore precip-
itate significant socioeconomic consequences when the
grid fails [39]. The recent U.S. blackouts of 2003 [2] and
2011 [22], each caused by accidental grid failures, cost
hundreds of millions of dollars in damages, affected tens
of millions of people, and led to numerous deaths.

1.1 Automation Technology in the Grid
The power grid is a delicate feedback system. It aims
to maintain equilibrium between the power it supplies
and its consumers’ fluctuating demand; its failure to do
so can be catastrophic. Given the complexities involved
in coordinating power transmission between numerous
generators and consumers, the grid’s operators use au-
tomation technology to manage the process [55].

This technology used to regulate the power grid is
known as the energy management system (EMS). The
EMS is an industrial control system that serves as the
grid’s central command and monitoring hub [64]. It pro-
vides operators with real-time measurements throughout
the grid using a distributed network of sensors, and al-
lows operators to remotely control the grid’s topology
and generation to satisfy consumer load or avoid stress-
ing equipment. The EMS also triggers alarms when dan-
gerous conditions are met or forecast, and can automati-
cally initiate control measures such as load-shedding, en-
ergy re-routing, and generation adjustment. Further, the
EMS directly influences the energy market, providing the
measurements used for real-time electricity pricing.

We will discuss the grid’s integration with the energy
management system in explicit detail in Section 3.

1.2 Motivation
The capabilities afforded to the grid by industrial control
systems are critical to its performance and reliability. In
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fact, the U.S. Department of Energy has proposed the ex-
pansion of the role of automation and remote operation
technology in the grid as part of its “smart grid” initia-
tive [5]. Such an expansion is logical, given the com-
plications that electric vehicles and household renewable
energy generation present in terms of demand forecast-
ing.

Herein lies the problem. These same industrial control
systems that are critical to the power grid’s functionality
also expose the grid to the risk of electronic attack.

The EMS is inherently vulnerable to such attacks. It is
designed to allow remote operators to wield its full moni-
toring and control capabilities, in doing so exposing itself
to the public Internet [18]. The sensor networks it uses
for monitoring and the communication channels through
which it issues commands are often wireless (and some-
times over significant distances), exposing further attack
vectors [60].

Attacks on authentication portals and wireless net-
works are nothing novel, but the context in which these
vulnerabilities exist is significant. As we have observed,
the power grid is a cyber-physical system [72], “a sys-
tem of collaborating computational elements controlling
physical entities.”

In a cyber-physical system, exploits against exposed
electronic attack surfaces can allow attackers to directly
influence, or even control, machinery that affects change
in the physical world. As the power grid’s physical com-
ponents control critical operations like nuclear power
generation, damage to which could cause environmen-
tal and economic disaster, the risks associated with elec-
tronic attack on the grid are considerable. These risks are
amplified by the fact that the power grid presents one of
the largest attack surfaces on Earth.

In this paper, we present a simplified model of the
power grid as a cyber-physical system. We use this
model to enumerate the attack surfaces that the power
grid exposes, and then discuss select attacks against them
which have been studied by researchers. We conclude by
evaluating the attacks and their implications towards the
grid’s overall security, so as to determine potential direc-
tions for future research.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section
2, we present the overarching themes of the paper. In
Section 3 of the paper, we provide background on the
power grid’s operation and model it as a cyber-physical
system. In Section 4, we recognize the electronic attack
surfaces which the grid exposes. In Section 5, we de-
tail four interesting attacks on the grid and their potential
consequences. In Section 6, we assess our findings and
ponder the future directions of power grid security re-
search efforts.

2 Themes

In this section, we highlight two overarching themes that
appear throughout our examination of power grid secu-
rity. These themes will ultimately guide our discussion
of the current state of grid security in Section 6, as well
as help us determine possible directions for future work.

2.1 Security Through Obscurity
Security through obscurity refers to the security obtained
by hiding the design or implementation of a system that
may otherwise be vulnerable. Security through obscurity
is generally eschewed by the security engineering com-
munity, as it offers no actual security guarantees to a sys-
tem; however, it is employed frequently in industry, the
power grid being no exception.

The owners and operators of the grid have long sub-
scribed to the notion of security through obscurity. Grid
configuration and topological details, equipment manu-
facturer and model, and even communication medium
information are guarded closely. According to a former
employee at a major U.S. power utility [7], even person-
nel working on the grid are kept on a need-to-know basis
with regards to operational details.

Throughout this paper, we will encounter security
through obscurity. Some of the attacks we examine are
hindered by lack of knowledge of the grid’s topology;
others explicitly circumvent this requirement. In Sec-
tion 6, we will discuss the costs and benefits of security
through obscurity to attackers and defenders of the grid
alike.

2.2 Cyber to Physical Translation
Another prominent theme in power grid security research
is translation between cyber-attacks and physical events;
specifically, its difficulty. The grid’s purpose as a cyber-
physical system is to translate “cyber-actions” into phys-
ical outcomes (e.g. a grid operator’s interaction with
a GUI into a physical change in the amount of power
flowing into a city). So when an attacker hijacks the
grid electronically, it affords him/her the ability to af-
fect change in the physical world – change to dangerous,
critical components of the physical world at that.

Modeling the physical effects of a cyber-attack on the
grid is challenging. The grid’s components handle a mas-
sive amount of electrical energy, and are dangerous be-
cause of it: high-voltage transmission lines are enormous
fire hazards; power plants are potential environmental
disasters; capacitor banks can fail explosively. Also, the
grid is sensitive to external conditions like weather and
climate. A hot day increases the likelihood and severity
of a power line failure considerably. It is quite difficult
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to predict the outcome of an attack against a grid compo-
nent by observing the grid alone.

As we study various attacks in Section 5, we will find
that most authors neglect to quantify the potential out-
comes of their attacks in the physical world, instead fo-
cusing on immediate effects to the grid and hypothetical
outcomes in the physical world (often with reference to
historical events).

3 Modeling the Power Grid Under Attack

In this section, we introduce the actors that run the power
grid. We describe the main control loops that stabilize
the grid, and how the EMS facilitates this. We then use
a cyber-physical system model to define the different at-
tack surfaces the grid’s EMS presents to attackers.

3.1 Threat Model

We describe several categories of power grid attacker,
drawing on work by Nicholson et al. [49].

Nation State: Will conduct reconnaissance for intel-
lectual property theft and military preparation. Will at-
tempt to sabotage the grid in times of war.

Terrorist: Wants to visibly attack the grid to cause
damage and create fear. Conducts reconnaissance to
these ends.

Organized Crime: Wants to steal power services
from the grid, or financially exploit the grid in some way
(blackmail, ransoming).

Competitor: Conducts reconnaissance to steal new
technology or business models. Could also attempt sab-
otage the grid to achieve competitive advantage.

Employee / Insider Attacker: Wants to cause dam-
age to the company/utility running the grid, normally
through sabotage. Particularly dangerous due to level of
access to sensitive controls.

Rogue / Script Kiddie: Possibly attacking the grid
without a goal. Could want to gather information or
cause general mayhem. Unlikely to be skilled enough
to do the latter.

Hacktivist: Wants to disable the grid, likely through
sabotage of control systems.

We observe that there are three main types of attacker,
categorized by goal: damage to the grid; reconnaissance
against the grid; and financial exploitation and theft. In
this paper, we will focus on the first of these categories,
attackers aiming to cause damage to, or disable, the
power grid. We note that often reconnaissance is re-
quired by these attackers as well.

Figure 1: A conceptual model of the U.S. power grid [4]

3.2 Actors in the Grid
NIST traditionally models the power grid as a conceptual
view of the actors involved in transmitting power from
generators to customers, shown in Figure 1. We will de-
scribe the roles of each actor.

Bulk Generation: The primary producers of elec-
trical power in the grid. Bulk generation encompasses
all power plants, from nuclear-powered steam plants to
hydro-electric dams to wind farms. The vast majority of
customer demand for power is met by bulk generation.

Transmission: Carries the power produced by bulk
generators at high voltage over large distances. Trans-
mission networks consist of hundreds of thousands of
miles of high-voltage power line, which transfer power
from bulk generators to distribution substations or to
other power grids, depending on demand and market
contracts.

Distribution: Receives high-voltage power from
transmission lines, converts it to a safe voltage, and de-
livers it directly to customers. Distribution networks in-
clude step-down substations for converting power from
high-voltage lines, as well as mid-voltage power lines
that transfer power throughout a limited geographical re-
gion to customers. Distribution networks also accept
power generated by its customers; the power-provision
relationship is not unidirectional.

Customer: Any consumer of power from the grid.
Customers are typically partitioned into residential, com-
mercial, and industrial domains [4]. They pay for access
to power from the grid, but may also generate their own,
often by harnessing renewable energy like solar power.
Some customers even feed excess power back into the
distribution network.

Markets: Despite being a public utility, the power
grid is a for-profit entity. Markets exist to both set the
price of electricity for customers, as well as to facilitate
the trade of power between different sub-grids and their
independent system operators (ISOs).1

1ISOs are the administrative operators of sub-grids. They ensure
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Service Provider: Responsible for ensuring cus-
tomers receive electricity, providing services like line re-
pair and meter reading and connection.

Operations: Coordinate between the various entities
in the power grid. Operations is responsible for ensuring
the following:

• Power generated meets customer demand.

• Power is transmitted and distributed to customers
efficiently.

• Equipment operates at safe conditions.

• Equipment failures are handled appropriately.

• Market decisions regarding pricing and trading of
power are implemented.

In short, operations must ensure that the grid is al-
ways providing power to its customers within the lim-
its of safety and generational capacity. It is important
to note that operational decisions are influenced by the
electricity market – particularly, pricing and trading de-
cisions made by ISOs – and are not constrained solely by
customer demand and equipment limitations.

3.3 Control Loops in the Grid
In order to uphold the guarantees made in the previous
section, the grid’s operators use several primary control
loops to maintain the complex balance between the grid’s
generators and loads. The failure of any of these control
loops to maintain their equilibria would result in the fail-
ure of the grid to provide its services to some extent. As
such, disruption of any operational control loop is the
goal of an attacker2 of the power grid. We now de-
scribe each of the grid’s primary control loops, enumer-
ated by Sridhar et al. [62].

Automatic Voltage Regulation: Used to stabilize the
output voltage of the grid’s power generators [77]. It
monitors the output voltage of one or more generators,
and adjusts the input control voltage to the generators’
exciters accordingly to keep output voltage levels stable.

Governor Control: Used to control the frequency of
the grid’s power generators [56]. It monitors the speed of
an individual generator’s turbine and adjusts the steam
valve to account for deviations from its frequency set-
point. Frequency control is particularly important in the
power grid, as coordinated generators expect a nominal
frequency, and could be damaged if the actual frequency
deviates from this too greatly [16].

that bulk generation meets customer demand economically, trading
power wholesale with other sub-grids when it is more profitable to do
so.

2Recall that we define our attackers’ goal to be damaging/disabling
the power grid.

Automatic Generation Control: Also used to con-
trol the frequency of the grid’s power generators [71]. It
is responsible for ensuring that the entire grid’s load is
met by its generators, while the power being traded be-
tween sub-grids meets its market-set values. It monitors
the frequency and power flow through tie-in lines,3 as
well as the load on the system as a whole, and uses this
information to adjust the output of each generator in the
system accordingly.

State Estimation: Used to monitor and regulate the
overall state of the power grid’s transmission and distri-
bution networks [48]. System state is represented by a set
of variables, each of which is a value (like voltage magni-
tude or phase angle) at a specific point in the grid. State
estimation receives measurements from every sensor in
the grid, applies error correction to this set of measure-
ments to account for faulty devices, and uses the result
to “estimate” the grid’s state. Based on this estimate, ad-
justments are made to the grid’s topology and generator
output to increase routing efficiency, protect equipment
from damage, and satisfy shifting load.

Static VAR4 Compensation: Used to improve the ef-
ficiency of power transmission in the grid by regulating
line voltage [76]. It monitors the reactive load on in-
dividual transmission lines. If it determines the load is
leading, it uses reactors and synchronous condensers to
absorb reactive power from the line; if the load is instead
lagging, it triggers capacitor banks to increase the line
voltage. Both reactions attempt to adjust the line’s power
factor to unity for maximum efficiency and stability.

Wide Area Monitoring: Used to monitor the health
of the grid’s transmission and distribution networks and
to protect them from failure [74]. Wide area monitoring
uses phasor measurement units (PMUs) to measure AC
phasors throughout the grid and synchronize them with
GPS, providing a real-time view of the entire grid’s state
in terms of voltage and phase angle. Wide area moni-
toring determines grid state more rapidly than state esti-
mation. As such, it is used to automatically make split-
second adjustments to grid topology to prevent failures
from occurring or escalating, decisions which a human
operator might not be able to make quickly enough [8].5

Wide area monitoring has the potential to replace state
estimation and automatic generation control, but is not
currently widely deployed [65].

Load Shedding: Used to maintain the balance be-
tween power generated and power consumed, and to pre-
vent system collapse in emergencies [73]. It monitors the
power output of the grid’s generators and the load on the

3Tie-in lines are power transmission lines which connect two sepa-
rate sub-grids which wish to exchange power between one another.

4Volt-amperes reactive (VAR), the standard unit of reactive power
5The 2011 Southwest blackout occurred in less than 60 seconds.

Reaction time is critical to the grid’s protection.
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entire grid, and trips breakers to disconnect various loads
that it determines cannot be served safely.

Demand Response: Smart meters and advanced me-
tering infrastructure (AMI) allow for load shedding at a
fine granularity, a process known as demand response
[73]. Like load shedding, it monitors the grid’s gener-
ational output and capacity, as well as the load on the
grid per customer. When generation falls short of sat-
isfying load, demand response can disconnect individ-
ual customers, or even customers’ selected appliances,
to shed load without causing large-scale blackouts.

3.4 Energy Management System
The previous two subsections depict a grid that requires
the coordination of multiple distinct actors to maintain
several distinct equilibria [25] [57]. The EMS (which
we introduced in Section 1.1) makes this coordination
possible.

The EMS is fundamentally a SCADA (supervisory
control and data acquisition) system.6 It is an amalga-
mation of sensors, actuators, control systems, and a
communication network that connects them all. It is
the nervous system of the power grid, allowing the grid’s
operators to maintain its critical control loops. We now
describe the components that compose the EMS:

Sensors: The EMS relies on a network of distributed
sensors to monitor the status of all the components in the
grid. Sensors known as IEDs (intelligent electronic de-
vices) and PMUs record the voltage, phase angle, and
frequency on power lines and at substations [20] [62].
RTUs (remote terminal units) also sometimes act as sen-
sors at substations. In areas where AMI is deployed,
smart meters measure customer power consumption and
load. And all generators use sensors to monitor internal
processes, like rotary speed sensors to measure turbine
speed [4].

Control Systems: The EMS must act on the informa-
tion gathered by its sensor network; this is the role of
its control systems. Control systems are software suites
running in the grid’s control centers. They collect data
from the grid’s sensor network, process it using certain
models like the state estimation model, and either act on
or display the processed information. In some situations,
they make decisions automatically. For example, when
sensory data indicates impending equipment failure, the
control systems can automatically disconnect equipment
from the grid, initiate load shedding, and raise alarms.
Control systems running generators, referred to as “lo-
cal” control systems, automatically maintain certain con-
ditions like output frequency. But control systems are

6SCADA systems are industrial control systems that provide their
operators monitoring and control capabilities over equipment through
sensors and remote-controlled actuators, respectively.

Figure 2: Communication network in the power grid’s
EMS system [62]

not entirely automated; they allow human operators to
observe the grid’s state and manually issue commands
through an HMI (human-machine interface), which can
be accessed in person at a control center or remotely
through an online interface. Control systems also pro-
vide data to the electricity market.

Actuators: When the EMS’s control systems make
decisions, they issue commands to actuators in order to
affect physical change. The primary actuators in the
grid’s transmission and distribution networks are circuit
breakers, which can connect or disconnect lines, sub-
stations, and entire distribution networks to or from the
grid. Modifying grid topology is useful for load shed-
ding, power routing, trading power between grids, and
protecting failing equipment. Smart meters also contain
circuit breakers that allow for connection and disconnec-
tion of individual customers, eliminating the need for ser-
vice technicians to manually modify a customer’s con-
nection to the grid. Further, generators have a diverse ar-
ray of actuators which allow the modification of its con-
nection to the grid, as well as maintenance of internal
conditions like pressure, turbine speed, and heat.

Communication Network: The transmission of sen-
sor data to control systems and commands to actuators
occurs on the EMS communication network. In trans-
mission and distribution, sensor data is sent to RTUs at
substations, where it is collated and sent to control sys-
tems. Commands issued from the control systems to ac-
tuators in the transmission and distribution networks fol-
low the same route, traveling from the control systems
to substations, and then to any actuator not physically in
the substation [60]. In AMI, smart meters and control
systems exchange data and commands directly [12]. In
generation, actuation commands and sensor data ordinar-
ily pass through a programmable logic controller (PLC),
which serves as a middle-man between the control sys-
tems and the generator’s actuators and sensors [23]. Fig-
ure 2 depicts the grid’s EMS communication network,
while Figure 3 shows a the typical communication flow
inside a generator.
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Figure 3: Communication flow inside a generator [23]

EMS Summary: The EMS’s control systems use its
network of sensors to observe the state of the grid as
a whole and to determine when problems arise. When
changes to the grid are required to preserve any one of
its control loop equilibria,7 commands are issued to ac-
tuators in the grid, which affect the desired change. The
EMS is a large-scale feedback control system [69].

3.5 Cyber-Physical System Model

We now use our understanding of the EMS as a feed-
back control system to construct a cyber-physical system
model of the power grid. The discreet entities involved in
our model are physical devices (sensors, actuators, me-
ters), control systems (all software used to make control
decisions), and two communication channels: data ac-
quisition and control. The data acquisition channel re-
lays sensor data to the control systems, and the control
channel conveys commands to actuators. We depict this
model in Figure 4, and note that it is a prototypical illus-
tration of a cyber-physical feedback control system.8

The cyber-physical system model of the power grid
has an advantage over conceptual models of the grid in
terms of identifying exposed attack surfaces. The con-
ceptual model is partitioned by function, but some do-
mains – transmission and distribution, in particular –
have significant overlap in terms of electronic attack vec-
tors.

The cyber-physical model is, rather, partitioned by
role in the grid’s control feedback loop. This model mim-
ics the form of the control loops which the grid’s attack-
ers are attempting to disrupt, and allows for attacks to
be classified by the components of the control loops they
affect. It is thus a logical way to examine and dissect
attacks on the grid.

7Changes to the grid could include the desire to change the route
of power supplied, to adjust the amount of power generated, to trade
power with other grids, to load shed, to relieve equipment, to connect
or disconnect customers, or to deal with any number of problems that
arise during ordinary grid operation.

8Sridhar et al. [62] employ a similar model of the power grid.

4 Exposed Attack Surfaces

An attack surface is the aggregation of all the individ-
ual vectors by which an attack may be launched [70]. In
this section, we consider each component of the cyber-
physical system model of the grid to be an individual at-
tack surface. We describe the vectors on each surface
which the EMS has exposed to electronic attack.

4.1 Out-of-Scope

It is useful to first define the scope of the attack vectors
and attacks that we are considering in this paper. The
purpose of this paper is to explore various electronic at-
tacks on the power grid. We therefore disregard the fol-
lowing:

Physical Damage: Causing physical harm to, or de-
struction of, components in the power grid are not viable
attack vectors, as these types of attacks are obviously not
electronic. Though we will not consider them in this pa-
per, such attacks are quite effective at disrupting the grid
[68].

Market-based Attacks: Attacks that involve manipu-
lating the electricity market as the vector through which
to affect the operation of the grid are out-of-scope, as
they do not take advantage of any attack surface pre-
sented by the EMS. We will, however, be considering
attacks where manipulating the electricity market is the
end goal in Section 5.1.

4.2 Communication Channels

Both the data acquisition channel and the control channel
utilize the same communication infrastructure, so they
share the same exposed attack surfaces. As grid compo-
nents are frequently distributed over large geographical
areas, the data acquisition and control channels present
some of the most accessible attack surfaces in the entire
grid.

Remote Communication: There is no standard in-
frastructure for the data acquisition and control commu-
nication channels between the grid’s distributed compo-
nents9 and its control systems. As the U.S. power grid is
in reality a patchwork of interwoven sub-grids operated
by different utilities, it follows that each utility has im-
plemented these channels to meet its own set of require-
ments. For example, a utility that controls a remote hy-
droelectric power plant may prefer wireless microwave
communication, while a utility controlling a natural gas

9Distributed components are smart meters, sensors, switches, and
even substations. Remote communication refers to the communication
between these entities, as opposed to internally in any individual com-
ponent.
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Figure 4: Power grid EMS system as a cyber-physical system

plant that serves its surrounding community might em-
ploy efficient, but costly, fiber optic cable.

The following are commonly used as infrastructure to
facilitate the grid’s long distance communication chan-
nels [61]: leased telephone lines; private telephone lines;
power-line carrier systems;10 microwave communication
systems; satellite communications; 900MHz point-to-
multipoint radio; 900MHz mesh radio; fiber optic cable;
public Internet; and public cellular services.

Analog and digital microwave communication sys-
tems are the most prevalent in the U.S. due to their con-
siderable range and low cost. AMI is an exception, us-
ing public cellular services. But given the variety of
choices and implementations, the utility companies have
agreed on several communication protocol standards so
that their sub-grids can interface. DNP3, Modbus, and
IEC 61850 are the common networking protocols used
in the U.S. power grid [47] [61].

We consider all of these communication system im-
plementations to be exposed attack surfaces, as they all
exist in public spaces, are ordinarily unprotected, and are
distributed across the country [1]. However, some are
more accessible to attackers than others. All wireless
communication systems, including the widely used mi-
crowave communication, are significantly more vulnera-
ble to sniffing, spoofing, and denial of service than their
wired counterparts.11 The standardization of commu-
nication protocols, combined with their mandated open
sourcing by FERC [61] and general lack of authentica-
tion [47], lower the barrier for attacks on these networks
significantly.

Local Communication: We also consider the com-
munication channels between control systems and PLCs
inside generators to be attack surfaces. These channels
are often wired and unexposed, but not always. Maynor
and Graham [40] provide anecdotal evidence of U.S.
power plants whose internal SCADA systems involve
wireless communication.

10Communications piggy-back on actual power lines in power-line
carrier systems.

11As physical attacks are out-of-scope, wired communication sys-
tems hardly present an attack surface at all.

4.3 Control Systems

The EMS’s control systems are proprietary software
suites that run on commodity computers inside the grid’s
control centers. They are designed to be accessed by op-
erators physically present in the control center as well
as remote operators, and therefore expose authentication
portals to both utility intranets as well as the public Inter-
net. The public Internet-facing authentication portal is an
exposed attack vector due to its potential availability to
unknown parties on the Internet (especially if misconfig-
ured), while the intranet authentication portal is an attack
vector to any compromised device with access to the util-
ity intranet.

Authentication portals are not the only concern. Con-
trol systems which expose network interfaces leave
themselves open to remote exploit, whether against the
control software itself or the operating system supporting
it. Proprietary software running on outdated commodity
computers and operating systems is likely to have some
vulnerabilities. Additionally, using commodity comput-
ers and operating systems exposes the control systems to
infection by malware; even if the control system comput-
ers are air-gapped, they could be infected by USB drives
and removable media.

Finally, operators themselves are considered viable at-
tack vectors, whether through social engineering and de-
ceit or as an insider attacker.

4.4 Physical Devices

We consider the attack surfaces exposed by the two dis-
tinct classes of physical devices in the grid: those dis-
tributed throughout the grid, and those used inside power
generation plants.

Remote Components: As we have discussed, the
grid’s EMS relies on a distributed network of sensors and
actuators to perform its SCADA operations. As of 2010,
the U.S. power grid had “tens of thousands, if not hun-
dreds of thousands” of remote IEDs in use alone [61].
Including RTUs, PMUs, and smart meters, this number
would reach into the millions.

These sensors and actuators are small, embedded de-
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vices distributed geographically throughout the grid, and
are frequently physically unprotected. Although we do
not consider destruction of equipment to be in-scope,
physical access to embedded devices allows for legit-
imate attacks like firmware rewriting [14]. Addition-
ally, many embedded devices allow for direct wireless or
wired connection for debugging and configuration over
channels which can be accidentally left unsecured in
production [15]. Given that these devices are low-cost,
mass-produced embedded devices, such expectations of
relative insecurity are reasonable.

As such, we consider all of the following remotely-
distributed components to be viable attack vectors, both
through physical access and direct wireless access: IEDs,
PMUs, RTUs, smart meters, circuit breakers, and even
specialized equipment like dynamic transformers.

Local Components: Inside power generators, local
components like sensors, actuators, and PLCs control
and safeguard power generation. Unlike their remote
counterparts, local sensors and actuators are hard-wired
to the PLCs that control them and are embedded in ma-
chinery, so we do not consider them viable attack vec-
tors. However, the PLCs themselves are accessible, both
physically and remotely. An insider attacker with phys-
ical access to a PLC can exploit operating system back-
doors or vulnerable running services, both of which are
known to exist [44] [75]. Further, some PLCs communi-
cate wirelessly with their control systems, a channel over
which exploits could be attempted by a remote attacker.
And finally, an attacker that has compromised the local
control system itself inherently has access to all its PLCs.
We therefore consider the PLCs inside power generators
to be viable attack vectors.

5 Attacks

We now explore several chosen attacks that demonstrate
the vulnerability of each of the EMS’s exposed attack
surfaces, and the potential consequences associated with
their success.

5.1 False Data Injection Attacks
State estimation [48] and automatic generation control
(AGC) [71] are currently the two most pervasive con-
trol loops in the power grid. Combined, their job is to
constantly monitor the state of the grid, providing power
to satisfy changing demand, modifying grid topology
(using circuit breakers) to route energy more efficiently
or prevent line failure, and providing a detailed view
of the grid to operators and markets alike. This large-
scale monitoring is made possible by the distributed net-
work of sensors providing complete coverage of the grid.
These sensors report power flow information to the grid’s

control systems, where it is filtered for bad data, and then
used by state estimation and AGC.

False data injection attacks refer to the addition of
false data to the information being reported to the con-
trol systems by the grid’s sensor network. An important
distinction between false data injection attacks and any
other attack in which spoofed data is sent to the control
systems is that the data in a false data injection attack is
intended to be stealthy; that is, the entities processing the
false data should not be able to distinguish it from legit-
imate sensor data. We elaborate upon the first published
false data injection attack, and then browse the ways in
which this class of attack has been expanded by subse-
quent studies.

5.1.1 Attack Vectors

The attack vectors of false data injection attacks are the
communication channels between sensors and control
systems (falling under the Data Acquisition Channel at-
tack surface). Nearly all remote sensors in the grid12 re-
port their measurements over wireless microwaves using
insecure protocols like DNP3, making these communi-
cation channels easily susceptible to attack and manipu-
lation.

Another possible attack vector is direct compromise
of the sensors themselves, so as to corrupt their read-
ings (part of the Physical Devices attack surface). This is
not as scalable as attacking the sensors’ communication
channels, but is still feasible given the general insecurity
of IEDs.

5.1.2 Methodology

Liu et al. [37] first introduce the false data injection
attack, specifically against the state estimation control
loop. To understand the attack, and specifically why it
is undetectable, we must explore how bad measurement
detection works in state estimation.

Bad Measurement Detection in State Estimation:
State estimation has always been sensitive to bad data.

Low-cost embedded sensors are unreliable, and long-
distance wireless communication prone to corruption, so
bad sensor data needs to be detected and discarded before
an accurate model of the power grid can be developed.

The following DC power flow model of the grid is
used in bad measurement detection due to its simplicity
over AC models:

z = Hx+ e

In this model, H is the DC power flow matrix, z is the
vector of system measurements, x is the vector of the ac-
tual system state, and e is error. Below, we show how x̂,

12This does not include local sensors inside generator plants.
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an estimator for x, is determined using system measure-
ments and meter error variance W :

x̂ = (HTWH)−1HTWz

The estimator x̂ is used detect the presence of bad mea-
surements as follows. The measurement residual z−Hx̂
is the difference between observed and expected (esti-
mated) measurements. If its L2 norm is greater than a
preset threshold τ , as shown below, then bad measure-
ments are present.

||z−Hx̂||> τ

False Data Injection Attack:
Unfortunately, bad data detection was meant to catch

sensor data that deviated randomly. As Liu et al. demon-
strate, measurement data can be corrupted in specific
ways so as to pass the detection threshold. Let za be the
measurements reported by the sensors, with a being the
malicious data the attacker adds to the real signal.

za = z+a

As the measured data is corrupted, so too is the esti-
mator. Let x̂bad be the estimator forged from the false
measurement data:

x̂bad = x̂+ c

In this equation, c is a vector representing the devi-
ation of the estimator from its expected value induced
by the modified measurement data. The authors propose
crafting an attack vector a as such:

a = Hc

With an attack vector fitting this form, the measure-
ment residual falls within expected ranges, ensuring that
the corrupted za will be accepted as a legitimate set of
measurements. We show this below:

||za−Hx̂bad ||= ||z+a−H(x̂+ c)||= ||z−Hx̂|| ≤ τ

Requirements:
The strongest requirement of this attack is the at-

tacker’s knowledge of the DC power matrix H, which re-
quires full knowledge of the topology of the grid. How-
ever, configuration documents containing this informa-
tion are frequently stored on substation control system
computers, which are a known target of APT campaigns
[54]. Given a resourceful attacker, this requirement is by
no means insurmountable.

A false data injection attack can also be limited by the
number of sensors the attacker can control, due to ac-
cess restrictions or resource limitations. Likewise, the
attacker may only wish to target certain state variables.

Based on the attacker’s resource limitations and target-
ing preferences, a possible attack may not exist.

Overview of Improvements:
Kosut et al. [31] [32] [33] verify the attacks that Liu et

al. propose. They develop metrics to categorize worst-
case attacks given a set of restrictions, as well as the least
number of compromised sensors required to achieve a
desired outcome.

Ozay et al. [51] expand upon the notion of finding
the least number of meters required for a succesful at-
tack. They propose a method of developing sparse false
data injection attacks so as to avoid detection more effec-
tively.

Esmalifalak et al. [19] and Rahman et al. [53] lower
attacker requirements significantly by eliminating the
need for preliminary knowledge of the grid’s configura-
tion. Their methods involve passively obtaining as much
information about the admittance of the grid as possible,
and using this partial knowledge to exploit subsections
of the grid for which admittance (and therefore H) can
be determined with some degree of confidence.

5.1.3 Results & Potential Outcomes

False data injection attacks has numerous consequences:
State Estimation Error: Liu et al. [37] quantify the

consequences of false data injection attacks on the state
estimation control loop experimentally. Figures 5 and 6
show the number of meters an attacker needs to compro-
mise to inject false data into a number of targeted state
variables, given an attacker constrained to a set of vul-
nerable meters and unconstrained, respectively.

State estimation is responsible for protecting the grid’s
equipment from failure, ensuring efficient energy rout-
ing, and satisfying changing load. The consequences of
its improper function could therefore be damage to over-
loaded power line, which can result in cascading fail-
ures, inefficient energy routing, which costs the utilities
money, and failure to satisfy load, which can result in
load shedding or generator disconnection. The manip-
ulation of just a few state variables could lead to these
outcomes, which is entirely feasible according to the ex-
periments run by Liu et al.

Some authors have expanded upon false data injection
attacks on state estimation. Kim et al. [30] demonstrate
an attack on the topology of the grid. They formulate
their attack such that, using false data injection, attack-
ers can deceive state estimation into believing incorrectly
that chosen power lines are connected or disconnected,
as in Figure 7. This attack is able to convince state es-
timation that a line whose circuit breaker is open is car-
rying power. Such an attack could be used to overload
and damage lines by hiding them from the operator, or to
force inefficient routing of energy.
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Figure 5: Number of meters to compromise to affect
targeted state variables in IEEE 300-bus simulation -
constrained case [37]

Figure 6: Number of meters to compromise to affect
targeted state variables in IEEE 300-bus simulation -
unconstrained case [37]

Figure 7: Illustration of false data injection attack against
grid topology [30]

Attacks that directly give the attacker the ability to ma-
nipulate energy routing also exist. Lin et al. [35] de-
scribe the impact of false data injection attacks against
state estimation on energy routing efficiency. Figures 8
and 9 show how the number of nodes compromised di-
rectly affects the energy lost in transmission and the total
cost of energy transmission, respectively.

Automation Generation Control Error: Sridhar et
al. [63] consider the effects of false data injection at-
tacks against AGC. In AGC, sensor data regarding sys-
tem frequency and power flow through tie-lines is used to
determine if the load on any part of the system is increas-
ing or decreasing. By manipulating this sensor data, an
attacker is able to convince a generator that its neighbor-
ing load has increased, causing the generator to increase
its power production inappropriately. Table 1 shows the
generation-load imbalance this attack against AGC cre-
ates in a two-generator simulation.

Market manipulation: The data processed by state
estimation is used in the real-time energy market. In cer-
tain ISOs, trading on virtual (day-ahead) power is a le-
gitimate market. According to Xie [78], “A market par-
ticipant [may] purchase/sell a certain amount of virtual
power P at [a] location in [the] day-ahead forward mar-
ket, and will be obliged to sell/purchase the exact same
amount in the subsequent real-time market.”

Jia et al. [27] and Xie et al. [78] both present attacks
in which an adversary can successfully make a profit by
defrauding the real-time energy market. The fraudster
makes the decision to buy and sell power in the day-
ahead market, and the next day manipulates the prices
of the real-time (ex-post) market using false data injec-
tion attacks such that the power purchased the day before
is now worth more, while the power sold is worth less.

5.1.4 Overview of Proposed Defenses

Manandhar et al. [38] propose the use of more com-
plex models, known as Kalman filters, to detect bad data.
Unfortunately, the processing cost of using models more
complex than the current bad data detection schemes of-
ten makes them unusable in the grid’s time-critical ap-
plications. To resolve this, Liu et al. [36] proposed par-
titioning the grid into sub-grids for bad data detection,
and applying complex techniques like Kalman filtering to
each sub-grid for expediancy. Though not implemented
currently (to the author’s knowledge), this has promise.

Bobba et al. [11] propose protecting a set of meters to
ensure full network observability, which will guarantee
bad data’s detection. The shortcoming with this method
is that some subset of meters must be absolutely pro-
tected, a warranty that is difficult to fulfill.

5.2 AMI Attacks on Grid Health
Advanced metering infrastructure [67] “is an integrated
system of smart meters...that enables two-way commu-
nication between utilities and customers.” AMI is the
infrastructure that supports demand response, the control
loop that provides load shedding at the individual cus-
tomer, or even individual appliance, level of granularity.
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Figure 8: Energy lost in transmission per number of
nodes compromised [35]

Figure 9: Cost of energy transmission per number of
nodes compromised [35]

Parameter Before Attack After Attack
Frequency (Hz) 60 60.156

Tie-Line Flow from Area 1 (pu) 0.4 0.4049
Unit 1 Generation Change (pu) 0 0.01

Generation-Load Imbalance (pu) 0 0.01

Table 1: Generation-load imbalance in a two-generator system caused by false data injection attack against AGC [63]

The goal of demand response is to implement load shed-
ding that does not affect customers as severely as planned
blackouts, but that still provides a comparable amount of
load reduction [12]. There are two current implementa-
tions of demand response: dynamic pricing, and direct
load control [9].

In dynamic pricing, customers are motivated to con-
serve electricity at peak hours with price controls, such
as increased rates at peak hours or rebates for lowered
energy consumption. In direct load control, utilities have
the ability to remotely disable customers’ power appli-
ances during times of high demand.13 These power ap-
pliances would generally be non-essential, high-load de-
vices like air conditioning units, such that load could be
shed without antagonizing customers [21].

We now explore attacks against AMI that intend to
cause actual damage to the power grid, beyond the scope
of energy theft. We consider attacks against both forms
of demand response.

5.2.1 Attack Vectors

The vectors of these attacks are smart meters. An at-
tacker must either be able to issue commands to the smart
meters and manipulate their responses (the Control and
Data Acquisition Channel attack surfaces), or directly
compromise the smart meters (the Physical Device attack

13Direct load control is only installed with customer agreement.

surface).

Issuing commands to smart meters is often trivial, as
is manipulating their responses. In the U.S., there is a
lack of diversity in the smart meter market. As mass-
produced, low-cost embedded systems, they are likely to
have design flaws with regards to security [14] [15]. For
example, Illera and Vidal [26] show that a brand of smart
meter widely deployed in Spain uses the same asymmet-
ric key for all of its communications. Every meter of
that brand uses the same key, which the authors extracted
from a sample meter with relative ease.

For the same reasons, compromising smart meters
directly is also often trivial. C4 Security [12], Pollet
[52], and McLaughlin et al. [42] experimentally ex-
plore various methods by which name-brand smart me-
ters currently in the U.S. market can be compromised,
from debugging backdoors and lack of authentication to
firmware upgrade vulnerabilities.

As the attacks we are discussing require access to
a large number of smart meters, we consider how
widespread compromise may be achieved. Davis [17]
presents a proof-of-concept smart meter worm that
spreads between meters via their built-in radios, offering
an attacker control over many devices having compro-
mised just one.
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5.2.2 Methodology

Barreto et al. [9] present a series of attacks against AMI.
We focus on two scenarios: a malicious attacker who
wished to harm the grid in a direct load control environ-
ment, and the same attacker in a dynamic pricing envi-
ronment.

Direct Load Control: In this scenario, the attacker is
able to automatically control the level of power provided
to all connected appliances. With this capability, the at-
tacker may choose any one of the following attacks:

1. Block or ignore all commands to victim smart me-
ters, but confirm their receipt. During high demand, this
will prevent requested load from being shed, while the
demand response controller will make decisions in the
short-term as if it had. Likewise, at times of low de-
mand, demand response will make short-term decisions
as if load had been restored.

2. Issue commands allowing appliances to run at their
highest power during peak demand, directly causing an
additional spike of demand.

3. Issue commands disabling appliances during peri-
ods of low demand, directly causing further loss of load.

Dynamic Pricing: In this scenario, the attacker is only
able to offer pricing incentives to customers with regards
to the real-time price of energy. However, customers
in this scenario often employ automated appliances that
will defer their operation until energy prices are below
a certain threshold.14 The ability to adjust the real-time
price of energy therefore affords the following attacks:

1. Increase the price of energy during a period of low
demand. Customers with automatic deference applica-
tions will further drop load from the grid.

2. Decrease the price of energy during a period of high
demand. All customers’ devices that were awaiting low-
ered prices will activate, resulting in a spike in demand.

3. Strategically keep the price of energy artificially
high prior to a period of expected high demand, in or-
der to force automatic deference appliances to deactivate.
Once high demand does occur, lower the price of energy.
The deferring appliances will all connect simultaneously,
causing a large spike in demand.

Figure 10 shows how attacks 2 and 3 affect load in a
simulation. The superiority of the strategy employed in
attack 3 is apparent.

5.2.3 Results & Potential Outcomes

Sudden, unexpected spikes in demand are hard to ac-
count for, regardless of the monitoring and protection
systems in the grid. An attacker employing one of these
demand-spiking attacks may be able to force control

14This deference option is particularly attractive to industrial-grade
customers.

Figure 10: Demand under attack in dynamic pricing sce-
nario [9]

loops like state estimation and wide area monitoring to
load shed or disconnect generators from the grid as a pro-
tective measure. This could result in blackouts or even
cascading failures depending on the generators’ critical-
ity. If this attack were coordinated with another event,
like a natural disaster or a severely hot day, there is po-
tential for significant damage.

Though perhaps not as severe, the attacks in which
load is dropped during a period of low demand can still
introduce frequency imbalance to the grid. Load on the
grid is required for its proper function, an unexpected
drop in which could potentially force a generator to dis-
connect from the grid and shut down to maintain balance.
Were this to happen just before a period of high demand,
the grid could be forced to load shed.

In terms of quantifying the impact of this attack, the
spike in demand (or drop in load) is directly proportional
to the number of smart meters compromised.

We also note that AMI is not only susceptible to at-
tacks intended on damaging the grid. McLaughlin et al.
[42] prove that smart meters can be modified to steal en-
ergy for customers, as do Barreto et al. [9]. Rouf et al.
[58] demonstrate that smart meters’ insecure broadcasts
can be used by attackers to profile households’ daily pat-
terns, including when residents are present or what ap-
pliances might be running.

5.2.4 Overview of Proposed Defenses

The issue with protecting against these attacks is that
they exploit legitimate features of demand response from
the controller’s point of view. Two proposed defenses ex-
ist: first, use redundant control loops like AGC, state esti-
mation, or wide area monitoring to catch demand spikes
and drops immediately (this is the defense currently im-
plemented); or second, provide better perimeter security
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to AMI, in the form of secured meters and communica-
tion channels. This is ultimately the better defense, but
its cost is prohibitive to utilities at present time.

5.3 GPS Spoofing Attacks on PMUs
Phasor measurement units are the backbone of the wide
area measurement control loop. Distributed networks of
PMUs provide a real-time view of the state of the grid by
synchronizing their clocks using the Global Positioning
System (GPS) and using this to time stamp their voltage
and current measurements. By spoofing GPS signals to
PMUs, they can be desynchronized, resulting in misre-
ported information to the wide area measurement con-
troller.

5.3.1 Attack Vectors

PMUs are the attack vector of this attack (part of the
Physical Devices attack surface); specifically, the signals
into their GPS clocks’ receivers.

GPS spoofing attacks have been studied in detail. Tip-
penhauer et al. [66] present a set of requirements for
launching a successful GPS spoofing attack against indi-
vidual and groups of GPS receivers. Nighswander et al.
[50] elaborate on possible ways to launch GPS spoofing
attacks (among others) and confirm their feasibility by
attackers with few resources.

5.3.2 Methodology

Shepard et al. [59] propose a replay attack against the
GPS signal received by a PMU. The goal of their attack
is to induce a time offset of at least 26.5µs to the victim
PMU’s GPS clock. Such an offset will manifest itself in a
a 0.573◦ phase angle difference between the victim PMU
and other PMU’s in its network, as shown in Figure 11.
In order to induce this time offset, the authors acquire
the real GPS signal15 and produce a counterfeit signal
identical to the captured signal. They then increase the
power of their counterfeit signal until it is more powerful
(to the victim) than the authentic signal, at which point
their signal has taken control of the victim PMU’s GPS
receiver. They then introduce time delay incrementally
to the counterfeit signal until they have successfully in-
ducing a 26.5µs time offset on the PMU’s clock.

Jiang et al. [29] expand upon the work done by Shep-
ard et al. [59]. Rather than simply cause uncontrolled
phase angle difference to a victim PMU’s measurements,
the authors attempt to determine the maximum error they
can introduce through spoofed GPS signals, where er-
ror is the “difference between the spoofed clock offset
and the pre-attack clock offset.” They recognize that

15Specifically, the GPS L1 C/A and L2C signals.

Figure 11: PMUs and an introduced phase angle differ-
ence [29]

GPS receivers use the following to determine their po-
sition and clock offset: ephemerides,16 satellite positions
(computed using the ephemerides), and pseudorange.17

The final variable, pseudorange, is the variable which
Shepard et al. [59] affect by time-shifting the authentic
GPS signal. The other variables, ephemerides and satel-
lite positions, can be affected by modifying the GPS sig-
nal rather than simply delaying it. By manipulating all
three of these variables in the spoofed GPS signal fed to
the victim PMU, controlled phase error can be induced.
During testing, Jiang et al. [29] were able to introduce a
phase angle error of more than 50◦ to a victim PMU.

5.3.3 Results & Potential Outcomes

Wide area measurement is used to monitor the health of
the grid and make automatic decisions to protect equip-
ment from failure using remote circuit breakers. Specifi-
cally, the system uses the phase angle difference between
two PMUs as an indicator of a fault, which can cause the
system to automatically trip breakers to prevent equip-
ment damage. By spoofing the GPS signals to a victim
PMU and changing the phase angle difference between
it and another PMU, two potential outcomes can occur:

False Alarm: The spoofing could increase the phase
angle difference between the two fixed PMUs, resulting
in an automatic breaker trip. The possible effects of dis-
connecting a line in the power grid are many-fold: a gen-
erator could be disconnected from the grid, forcing it to
shut down; important HVDC lines between grids could
be disconnected, unbalancing demand and forcing load-
shedding; entire distribution networks could be blacked
out. As an illustration of this attack’s potential, the lines
connecting a hydroelectric plant to its load in Mexico
will trip if a phase angle difference above 10◦ is detected,

16Ephemerides are a set of constants of integration known as the
Keplerian elements, as well as several additional variables, that can be
used to determine the trajectory of a satellite.

17Pseudorange is the approximate distance between a satellite and a
receiver.
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Figure 12: Real vs. forged Thevenin impedance under
PMU GPS spoofing attack [29]

well within the tested capabilities of the author’s attack
[59].

Hidden Fault: The spoofing could decrease the phase
angle difference between the two fixed PMUs, hiding
faulty conditions from the wide area management sys-
tem and inhibiting its automatic protection [29]. If other
monitoring control loops like state estimation do not de-
tect the situation in time, this attack could lead to failure
of important power lines or damage to generators which
have been disconnected from their load unknowingly.

Figure 12 shows both a false alarm and a hidden fault
attack induced by PMU GPS spoofing in a slightly dif-
ferent scenario, wherein alarms are triggered if Thevenin
impedance surpasses load impedance – phase angle dif-
ference between PMUs in the system directly affects per-
ceived Thevenin impedance At 110% of base case load,
we see an artifact corresponding to a false alarm being
triggered. This was caused by a shift of -10◦. At 200% of
the base case load, we see a second artifact correspond-
ing to a hidden period of instability. This was caused by
a shift of 2◦.

5.3.4 Overview of Proposed Defenses

There are two main defenses proposed against such at-
tacks:

First, wide area monitoring bad data detection could
be modified to validate the timestamps reported by the
PMUs, in addition to the measurement values. As its
current implementation is directly adopted from state es-
timation, according to Choi et al. [13] and Terzija et al.
[65], wide area monitoring bad data detection does not
currently appear to validate PMUs’ GPS timestamps for
validity.

Second, there has been substantial work done in the
area of GPS spoofing countermeasures. Tippenhauer
et al. [66] and Jiang et al. [29] both suggest that
GPS spoofing countermeasures could defeat these at-
tacks; the only inhibition is cost to the utilities to add

antennas/receivers to current GPS units, or to implement
software that provides redundancy checking with fixed,
trusted sources.

5.4 Malware Attack on Unknown PLCs

In the grid’s power generators, programmable logic con-
trollers (PLCs) are used to automatically control and
maintain the power generation process. In addition to
implementing automatic voltage regulation and gover-
nor control, which ensure that the output of the generator
meets grid voltage and frequency requirements, a genera-
tors’ PLCs also automatically maintain safe operation of
the generator itself. For example, the PLCs in a nuclear
plant are responsible for monitoring the internal temper-
ature of the plant and increasing the supply of cooling
water as needed. As such, PLCs are an essential part of
power generation.18

Comprehensive attacks against PLCs have been stud-
ied for some time. Milinkovic et al. [45] present
the results of basic reverse engineering efforts against
five common industrial PLCs, finding at least one ma-
jor vulnerability in each. Beresford [10] performs a
more comprehensive reverse engineering effort against
the Siemens Simatic S7 line of PLCs (a popular line in
the power industry), and finds it vulnerable to replay
attacks, memory dumps, and a host of other exploits.
These findings are serious, as the implications of a suc-
cessful attack on the internal components of a power gen-
erator can be severe; an attack which prevents a nuclear
plant from cooling properly could cause an environmen-
tal disaster.

However, these attacks have shortcomings. First,
they require significant manual effort against individual
PLCs, which does not scale well in an attack scenario
where many different models of PLC could be targets
(for example, against a power plant). And second, these
attacks do not consider the specific logic running on each
PLC, and cannot inflict damage more fine-grained than
simply disabling the PLC.

Therefore, McLaughlin [43] posits a different attack
on PLCs. He suggests the idea of a malware-based attack
on a PLC’s master terminal unit (MTU), or control sys-
tem, which would map the functionality of an unknown
PLC with no a priori knowledge, and subsequently con-
struct a malicious payload for the PLC based on a pre-
configured goal. This idea is conceptualized in Figure
13. We now examine a proof-of-concept variant of this
attack.

18Synchronous condensers are also managed by PLCs. Due to their
similarities to generators, we do not discuss them separately.
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Figure 13: PLC malware illustration [43]

5.4.1 Attack Vectors

The initial vector of this malware-based attack is the
MTU (part of the Control Systems attack surface), con-
nected to one or more PLCs inside a generation plant.
Control system computers can be infected by malware in
a number of ways. As they are often behind network
firewalls and sometimes even air-gapped, a promising
method of attack is through a human operator. Stuxnet,
a piece of malware which targeted PLCs behind an air-
gapped control system computer, was able to reach its
target through an operator’s infected USB stick [34].
Commercial security researchers have also attempted re-
mote intrusion into control system computers with suc-
cess. Maynor and Graham [40] offer pen-testing anec-
dotes wherein they gain complete access to the control
system computers in power plants through insecure com-
pany wireless networks.

Once the malware has infected the MTU, its secondary
vectors of attack are the PLCs themselves; specifically,
their control ladder logic (PLCs are considered part of
the Physical Devices attack surface). PLCs by design
accept logic updates from their trusted controllers [45],
so this second vector is a feature rather than an exploit.

5.4.2 Methodology

McLaughlin and McDaniel [41] propose an attack on un-
known PLCs in an industrial control system where the at-
tacker’s only a priori knowledge is how the system works
and what equipment it is expected to have. We will define
these requirements more concretely shortly. The major
divergence from the attack conceptualized by McLaugh-

lin [43] is thus that the attacker must be familiar with the
behavior of the target system; this attack will not work
blindly on any industrial control system. As the authors
elaborate, “SABOT is not for adversaries that do not un-
derstand the behavior of the victim plant. In such cases,
an adversary can erase the PLC’s memory, upload ran-
dom instructions, or attempt to bypass safety properties
of the control logic.”

Some familiarity with PLC operation is required to un-
derstand how the attack works [43]. PLC logic, the pro-
gram it runs, is essentially a set of Boolean expressions
evaluated in a continuous loop. In each iteration of the
loop, or cycle, a set of input variables is read from the
system’s sensors and used to evaluate the Boolean ex-
pressions in order. These expressions may also be de-
pendent on internal state and timer variables. At the end
of each cycle, a set of output variables will have been
produced, which are used to make decisions and issue
commands to the system’s actuators and monitoring ap-
parati. Each of these variables is stored in a static mem-
ory location on the PLC.

We now examine the authors’ three-part attack, known
as SABOT:19

1. Behavior Encoding:
The attacker creates specifications containing all

knowledge of the system’s behavior. This includes all
suspected devices in the system, as well as how they in-
teract. For example [41], if the system has a button and a
valve, and pushing the button opens the valve, this infor-
mation will be fed into the specifications.

19SABOT: Specification-based Attacks against Boolean Operations
and Timers
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Figure 14: PLC attack illustration [41]

2. PLC Decompilation:
Once on the infected MTU, SABOT downloads the

logic bytecode from the PLC. It symbolically executes
the bytecode to obtain a control flow graph and modifies
the constraints obtained from the CFG to fit a NuSMV
model. Using this model and the encoded specifications
from Step 1, a Variable To Device Mapping is deter-
mined, wherein the variables in the attacker’s specifi-
cations are mapped to actual devices in the PLC in ac-
cordance with the rules found in the CFG and assump-
tions made in the specifications. The attacker assump-
tions may not agree with the results of decompilation.

3. Payload Construction:
If a fitting mapping is found, SABOT constructs a cus-

tom malicious payload for the PLC based on the goals
the attacker also encoded in the specifications. For ex-
ample, if the goal of the attack was to permanently seal
the valve, then the payload will include Boolean logic to
disregard button input. The payload is then uploaded to
the victim PLC, completing the attack.

5.4.3 Results & Potential Outcomes

SABOT is not perfect. Attacker assumptions about the
plant may be wrong, and the mapping stage may incor-
rectly map devices to variables. The specifications en-
coded by the attacker may also have multiple fitting map-
pings to the devices connected to the PLC, only one of
which executes the desired attack. An incorrectly exe-
cuted attack will likely be caught by alarms that detect
improper operation, so this attack is not stealthy when it
fails.

However, SABOT was able to successfully compile at-
tacks against plants similar to power generators in the
authors’ testing at least some portion of the time. Figure
15 shows the results of SABOT against a simulated pH
neutralization plant20 and traffic light. All blank cells in-

20A pH neutralization plant is equivalent in complexity to a power

dicate successful attacks; cells with a “P” indicate a false
positive; and gray cells indicate an attack not attempted.
SABOT attacks this plant with a high degree of success.

A successful attack against a power generator, or
against multiple generators simultaneously (as SABOT
scales well, requiring low manual effort beyond initial
reconnaissance), could be catastrophic. Malfunctioning
PLCs could be caught by redundant control loops like
state estimation and AGC before damaging any equip-
ment; however, the plants would still need to be taken of-
fline for repair, forcing short-term blackouts. In a worse
scenario, the corrupted PLCs would succeed in causing
damage to the generators, resulting in persistent black-
outs while the generators are replaced. The Aurora Gen-
erator Test [3] demonstrated that an attacker with control
of a generator’s electronics (MTU and PLCs) can cause
it to physically destroy itself.

5.4.4 Overview of Proposed Defenses

As PLCs by design accept logic ladder updates from their
MTUs, and we are assuming an attack model where the
MTU is compromised by malware, we must consider de-
fenses with these limitations. McLaughlin and McDaniel
[41] posit two promising defenses: first, the use of safety
PLCs, additional PLCs in the system with the sole pur-
pose of ensuring proper operation of subjugate PLCs;
and second, obfuscated control logic in PLCs to pre-
vent successful decompilation of downloaded PLC con-
trol logic.

6 Assessment

We now discuss the implications of the demonstrated at-
tacks, in terms of grid security as well as research direc-
tion.

6.1 Summary of Attacks

Table 2 summarizes the attacks we have discussed. From
this summary, we make the following observations:

1. Every surface exposed by the grid’s EMS is vulner-
able to attack.

2. The barriers for attack are not high for a capable
attacker.

3. Most important control loops that govern the grid
can be attacked and disrupted.

4. The outcomes of these attacks can entail high so-
cioeconomic cost.

generation plant.
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Figure 15: SABOT pH neutralization plant and traffic signal attack results [41]

Attack Attack Surfaces Control Loops Affected Potential Outcomes

False Data Injection
Data Acquisition Channel

Physical Devices
State Estimation

Automatic Generation Control

Stress/disable power line
Stress/disable generator

Inefficient routing
Load shedding
Market fraud

AMI Load Alteration
Control Channel

Data Acquisition Channel
Physical Devices

Demand Response
Load shedding

Disconnect generator

PMU GPS Spoofing Physical Devices Wide Area Monitoring
Stress/disable power line
Stress/disable generator

Load shedding

PLC Malware
Control Channel
Control Systems
Physical Devices

Automatic Voltage Regulation
Governor Control

Stress/disable generator
Violate generator safety

Table 2: Summary of observed attacks
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6.2 Impact of These Findings

The trend in historical power grid failures is that seem-
ingly insignificant events can lead to significant damage.
The complex dependencies between its control loops, the
scale of its operation, and the influence over it by uncon-
trollable factors like weather all imbue the grid with the
property of escalation; small problems have the potential
to intensify rapidly.

The 2003 Northeast blackout was triggered by a con-
trol system software bug and a single transmission line’s
failure. When the transmission line hit a tree branch and
shorted (a common occurrence), the software bug in the
control system software delayed to inform the operators
of the lost line for an hour. During this time, the single
line failure caused a cascading series of line overloads
and failures, resulting in the loss of power to 55 million
people.

The 2011 Southwest blackout was triggered by the
accidental cutting of a single transmission line. Less
than a minute after the line’s failure, the resulting phase
shift forced the rapid disconnection of all overloaded
generators in the under-supplied area, leading to black-
outs across Southern California, Arizona, and Mexico.
Despite the rapid response of a fully-functional EMS,
roughly 3 million people lost power.

These blackouts were caused by trivial, unintentional
errors: a bug that induced deadlock in a single control
center’s monitoring services; a single failed transmission
line. This highlights how fragile parts of the U.S. power
grid are to mistake alone, much less intentional attack.

According to Miller and Rowe [46], the U.S. has
yet to experience a significant, targeted electronic attack
against the power grid.21 But given the fragility of the
system, the attacks we have examined in this paper would
theoretically be able to induce blackouts similar to, or
even worse than, these historical examples. A false data
injection attack against the state estimator, if used to hide
the state of a transmission line under duress, would pro-
duce a scenario equivalent to the 2003 blackout, as op-
erators would be unable to detect the overloading and
eventual failure of the targeted line. The attackers could
even actively disable the line by deceiving operators into
believing the line was under-utilized, resulting in a dam-
aging amount of power being fed into the line. False data
injection is not the only attack that could trigger these
scenarios. For utilities already using wide area monitor-
ing, GPS spoofing attacks against the PMUs monitoring
a critical line could induce the same levels of deception.

If minor, unintentional mistakes can cause severe dam-
age to the grid, it is probable that a large-scale, coordi-

21There have been unintentional attacks against the grid. In 2003, the
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Plant was infected by the SQL Slammer
worm and its alarm system was disabled for several hours.

nated attack would be effective and catastrophic.

6.3 Current Research Direction

Academia has largely been focused on false data injec-
tion attacks. Though a relatively young attack (intro-
duced in 2009 by Liu et al. [37]), it has gained traction
in the research community for a variety of reasons:

Generalization: False data injection attacks are
equipment-independent. They are effective attacks re-
gardless of what brand of sensor is deployed, what com-
munication protocol is chosen, or what control system
software suite is running; as long as there exists some at-
tack vector through which the data can be injected, the
control system’s bad data detection models can be ex-
ploited. False data injection attacks are not even specific
to the power grid; they can be tailored to any control sys-
tem which uses a similar bad data detection scheme.

Difficulty: It is non-trivial to defend against a false
data injection attack. By design, they evade the current
bad data detection method used by utilities’ control sys-
tems. Bad data detection methods more complex than
using measurement residuals have been developed, but
they are handicapped by their complexity. The grid re-
quires expedited decision-making based on the results
of state estimation; complex bad data detection schemes
historically introduce more delay than is acceptable. An
alternative method of defending against false data injec-
tion attacks is to secure the communication channels,
physical devices, and control systems against compro-
mise (perimeter security). Unfortunately, there is lit-
tle economic incentive for utilities to replace working
equipment and software in the grid, even though some
of which is known to be insecure.

Longevity: The grid is increasingly using data col-
lected from its sensors to make automated, impactful de-
cisions. False data injection attacks will not only remain
viable; their potential is in fact growing.

As such, the focus of formal academic research on
false data injection attacks is objectively positive. But
formal academic research is not the only input to the
study of grid security; independent and commercial secu-
rity researchers have also made significant contributions.

The primary focus of independent and commercial
security research is control system and physical device
security. Specifically, this community focuses on re-
verse engineering and penetration testing efforts against
specific embedded devices and control system software
suites used by the grid’s EMS. One focus of this commu-
nity has been the compromise of smart meters. Widely
deployed, accessible to customers, and responsible for
both billing and actual power provision, AMI is a likely
target for criminals and thieves, making valuable a thor-
ough investigation of its vulnerabilities. Another re-
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search focus, mainly of the commercial pen-testing com-
munity, has been control system software. Due to the
nature of commercial relationships, details about control
system software vulnerabilities are often concealed or
generalized; however, commercial research into control
system software vulnerabilities is still valuable, as it pro-
vides insight into the vulnerabilities of systems which are
typically (erroneously) considered out of an attacker’s
reach.

As we see, there currently exists a mild dichotomy
between academic and independent/commercial secu-
rity researchers in terms of studying power grid attacks.
Academia tends to approach generalized attacks at the
system level, while the independent/commercial commu-
nity tends to focus on low-level attacks against individual
components of the grid.

6.4 Future Work

We propose several directions for future work in the field.
The future of the power grid: The U.S. power grid

is experiencing growing pains due to the advent of the
electric vehicle industry and the advancement of renew-
able energy technology. The grid is struggling to account
for electric vehicles, as they entail considerable load, do
not draw power from a set location, and do not neces-
sarily follow standard demand/time models. Likewise,
the grid is having trouble handling the influx of power
from renewable energy sources (including household so-
lar power). Renewable power generation is typically er-
ratic, depending on factors like wind speed or cloud po-
sitioning, and the modern grid is ill-equipped to handle
erratic injections of power into its distribution networks
by customers expected to be constant loads.

These issues are being combated by the proliferation
of AMI and PMUs.22 AMI will allow for the close
monitoring of household power generation and the shed-
ding of electric vehicle charging load using demand re-
sponse, while PMUs’ rapid measurements will allow the
Wide Area Measurement system to automatically adjust
to these fluctuating loads and generators. The days of
state estimation, where human operators make decisions
manually for the grid, are coming to an end.

A strong future direction of power grid security re-
search would be studying attacks against the wide area
monitoring and demand response control loops. We in-
herently expect poor perimeter security in smart meters
and PMUs; as such, a better focus for research is bad data
detection in both wide area monitoring and demand re-
sponse. According to Choi and Xie [13], the state of the
art in wide area monitoring bad data detection is at the

22The widespread installation of AMI and PMUs is an essential part
of the “Smart Grid,” according to Amin [5].

same point as state estimation. And Jiang et al. [28] ob-
serve that demand response and AMI security is focused
on energy theft rather than injurious attacks.

Security through obscurity:
In each of the attacks we study in this paper, we see

the influence of the power grid’s adherence to security
through obscurity.

False data injection attacks are explicitly hindered by
a lack of knowledge of the victim grid’s topology (which
is necessary to construct the DC power flow matrix H);
it is a significant enough obstacle that several authors
even modified the false data injection attack to bypass the
need for complete topological knowledge at the cost of a
shrunken attack surface. GPS spoofing attacks against
PMUs will soon encounter these same issues as wide
area monitoring is incorporated into grid decisions and
bad data detection techniques are applied.

Malware-based attacks against PLC’s are distinctly
useful in situations where a target PLC and its precise in-
teraction with the plant it controls are hidden from the at-
tacker. The attack will fail without some a priori knowl-
edge of the target system’s operation, but is designed to
account for secrecy of target design as much as possible.

AMI attacks against demand response are the one at-
tack we study that does not seem to be hindered by a
lack of knowledge of the grid; this is because the proto-
cols by which control systems communicate to AMI are
open sourced and standardized, and no additional topo-
logical knowledge is needed to attack AMI via demand
response.

Therefore, the grid’s practice of design and implemen-
tation secrecy clearly imposes some cost on attackers in
terms of reconnaissance and potential for failure and/or
detection.

An interesting direction for future research would
be to attempt to quantify or measure the cost security
through obscurity imposes on grid attackers, or the ben-
efit gained by grid defenders through this practice. It is
a compelling question, largely because of the conflicting
interests involved: security engineers tend to subscribe to
Kerckhoff’s principle, wherein full system disclosure to
the attacker (minus a “key”) is assumed; industrial sys-
tem engineers trend oppositely, favoring minimal design
and implementation disclosure as a “defense in depth”
strategy.23

Determining the actual value of practicing secrecy at
the system level would be valuable, and difficult.

Modeling cyber-physical events:
In the Potential Outcomes of each attack we study, we

see that there is leeway in interpreting the physical out-
comes (overloaded power lines, stressed generators, etc.)

23Security through obscurity is often considered a part of defense
in depth strategies. Unfortunately, it is sometimes the only level of
security employed.
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that attacks can cause. Few grid attack authors attempt
to model the grid in such a way that physical results can
be accurately linked to cyber-attacks.

This is understandable. Modeling the grid in such a
way that cyber-events are linked to physical outcomes
is a hard problem. A cyber-physical system as large as
the power grid does not exist in a vacuum; climate and
weather, for example, directly affect the grid’s suscepti-
bility to physical damage and its severity.

Modeling attacks on (or changes to) the grid based
only on their effect on the power grid’s routing efficiency,
equipment tolerances, or load capacity is fallacious; out-
side factors affect both the operation of the grid and the
results of its failure. A nuclear generator’s failure has
environmental effects in addition to generational loss. A
power line’s failure can cause fire damage disproportion-
ate to its effect on the grid’s routing efficiency. Factoring
weather, market fluctuation, social conditions, and other
outside variables into a model of the grid could be es-
sential to ensure the accuracy of its predicted physical
outcomes.

As such, another interesting direction for future re-
search in power grid security, as well as cyber-physical
system security as a whole, is to develop models to ac-
curately predict the physical outcomes of cyber-attacks.
Such models would allow for more informed discussion
of the potential damages caused by attacks on industrial-
scale cyber-physical systems, in terms of cost, property
damage, and socioeconomic outcome. An issue in the
security community is conveying the implications of se-
curity breaches to parties interested strictly in economic
consequence; work in this area would have value, and
would also entail a high degree of difficulty.

7 Conclusion

We have shown that the power grid, being a cyber-
physical system, has exposed numerous attack surfaces
to malicious electronic attack. The control loops which
maintain the grid’s functionality and safety are inher-
ently vulnerable to disruption by these attacks, disrup-
tion which can potentially lead to damage to the grid and
its generators, and denial of electricity to the grid’s cus-
tomers. Blackouts entail serious socioeconomic ramifi-
cations, and as malicious electronic attack on the grid can
directly cause them, this area of research should continue
to be investigated thoroughly.
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Acronyms
AGC: automatic generation control

AMI: advanced metering infrastructure

EMS: energy management system

HMI: human-machine interface

IED: intelligent electronic device

ISO: independent system operator

MTU: master terminal unit

PLC: programmable logic controller

PMU: phasor measurement unit

RTU: remote terminal unit

SCADA: supervisory control and data acquisition

VAR: volt-amperes reactive
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